
As a young man, Nasrudin, a very wise Mulla, decided that his wisdom was so profound that he could convince everyone to change, thereby mak-ing the world a better place for all to live. At mid-life, he had to admit that he had not achieved his goal – he had not even come close! So, he vowed that he would focus his attention on changing those nearest and dearest to him – his family, his friends, his neighbours, his followers. Surely that was possible! Towards the end of his life, he realized that he had not been able to 
accomplish his great purpose – he had not changed anyone! So, he decided 
that he would change the one person he could – himself! And, in so doing, he did indeed make the world a better place. (There are many stories about Nasrudin, both written and in the oral tradition. See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nasreddin)
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At a professional development workshop for Library staff, Darlene heard others say how important it is to connect with the young people who came into the Library – even if youth services are not your responsibil-ity. Darlene resolved then and there to find out the names of those kids she was seeing every day. This was a small, but very important, first step. She later said that getting to know these young people really helped prevent problems, increased her tolerance for teen behaviour (some of which can be difficult), and built enough of a rapport with them that when problems did occur, they were a lot easier to resolve. (Darlene, Branch Operations Supervisor at the Keshen Goodman Branch of the Halifax Public Libraries, 2006)

Find out what’s going on in your community

Individual research: assess attitudes... 14

Have a conversation with a young person... 14

Get some information... 15
Build Capacity

Think of yourself as a learner... 17

Help others join in and participate... 17

Help youth connect to others... 18

Taking action... 18

When a young person asks you... 19
Build relationships

Be a coach, mentor, ally... 19
Create and contribute to an empowering culture

Change attitudes, behavior, and practices... 20
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A little self-assessment…
• So what are you doing – or not doing – 
 for young people in your community? Not just your own children, 

friends, neighbours’ kids – but all young people. Our youth! 
• How much contact and interaction do you have with young people?
• Would you say that your interactions with them are, for the most 

part, “youth-friendly?” (that is, respectful, positive, appreciative, 
attentive, inclusive, and so on) How so? How not? 

• How often do you take the initiative to find out their names, what 
their interests are? 

• Are you comfortable or uneasy when you meet young people? 
Which age groups are you most comfortable with? Which ones 
are you least comfortable with? How come? 

• When you talk to young people, what do you tend to talk about? 
What percentage of the conversation – generally 

 speaking – involves you listening? 25%? 50%? 75%?
• If you could change one thing about your interactions with 

young people, what would it be?   14

BIG actions are really a whole bunch of small actions that have 

added up and have been organized into a coherent framework 

of action. No one leaves their home some fine morning and 

climbs Mt. Everest! World-class climbers estimate that it takes 

years of conditioning, much acquisition of skill, and the prepara-

tion itself – all the countless small details (i.e., small actions) 

– usually take about 6 months of dedicated time and energy by 

a team of people. Then you walk out your door some fine morn-

ing (i.e., your bright blue and yellow rip-stop nylon tent at base 

camp where you have been acclimatizing to the high-altitude 

for the past 2 weeks) and ascend to the summit!!3

 

3.  Thanks to Pete La Paix for the climbing advice.



Some tips for creating good conversations:
• Take / make the time for the conversation to happen (also, 

be open to impromptu conversations – sometimes they’re 
the best!)

• Take turns, share the air time, and encourage the other 
person’s contribution • Contribute your own thinking; having said that, spend 

more time listening than talking • Even if you think you know the answer, bite your tongue  
(especially for adults talking to youth) Focus on what 
matters (rather than getting side-tracked on minor is-
sues) Have Fun!!

There are a number 

of research reports that 

clearly illustrate the lack 

of listening by adults. The Public Health Agency 

of Canada (2000) indicated one of the most consis-

tent youth concerns is that their voices are not heard, 

respected, or taken seriously by adults. A Health Canada 

Report stated that 51% of teenagers feel they were rarely 

or never listened to (2001). In 2005 HeartWood conducted 

research in HRM as part of a national initiative and heard 

from young people “… youth should have a say in the 

things that happen in the neighbourhood…. [governments 

should]…talk to the youth, see what they want and look 

into it more [and] come to our schools and ask us our 

opinions and involve us in community meetings” 

(Growing up In Cities Canada research, January, 2005) 
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A diversity of youth, not just the select group that tend to stand out and speak up in their com-munities, is affected by government and organizational decisions. The vast majority of kids whom adults may call “non-leaders” are disconnected for want of an experience or opportunity. Inclusion requires recognizing that every young person has something to contribute, and that a strong, healthy youth community has a real mix of intelligences and backgrounds. Youth from a multiplicity of cultural and economic backgrounds, geographical areas, abilities, etc… deserve the op-portunity to articulate their own concerns (Garrison, L., 2005, p. 31).

       The idea of a comfort zone comes from  
      experiential learning, or “learning by 
doing.” HeartWood refers to it as adventuresome 
learning. They ask a young person to try something 
new, or different, to see what happens, what can be 
learned. They might, for example, ask him to plan the 
canoe route for the group that day, or lead a group 
discussion. When an individual takes the risk – i.e., 
steps out of his comfort zone, of what is known to him 
– he is essentially exploring new ground, i.e., he doesn’t 
know the outcome.  It’s an adventure! It’s also the place 
where he stands to learn the most. 
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It’s not enough to “work” with the kids… you have to be in the community and in relationship with the families, organizations, schools. In short, you yourself have to be engaged!

Claudette “Claudy” Levy, Area Coordinator, HRM  
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Free The Children is the largest network of children helping 

children through education in the world, with more than one 

million youth involved in innovative education and develop-

ment programs in 45 countries. Founded by international 

child rights activist Craig Kielburger – when he was 12 years 

old - Free The Children has an established track-record of 

success, with three nominations for the Nobel Peace Prize and 

partnerships with the United Nations and Oprah’s Angel Network.
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